Abstract-The 5G standardization process of the 3GPP included polar codes concatenated with distributed cyclic redundancy check (CRC) as a channel coding scheme for downlink control information. Whereas CRC bits allow to improve the performance of successive cancellation list (SCL) decoders by improving distance properties, distributed CRC bits allow for path pruning and decoding early-termination. In this letter, we show how to take advantage of the distributed CRC to improve SCL decoding, proposing various schemes having different earlytermination and error correction properties. Simulation results compare the proposed decoding schemes, showing different tradeoffs between error-correction performance and early-termination with different decoder parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Polar codes are a family of channel codes asymptotically achieving channel capacity under the low-complexity successive cancellation (SC) decoder [1] . However, polar codes under SC decoding have only mediocre error-correction performance at finite code length. The successive cancellation list (SCL) decoder proposed in [2] enhances SC by considering L candidate codewords during the decoding, providing better block error rate (BLER) performance at the cost of a higher complexity. Moreover, a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) code can be appended to polar codes to further improve the BLER performance of an SCL decoder [3] ; in this case, the decoder is referred to as CRC-aided SCL (CA-SCL) decoder.
Distributed CRC bits are obtained by interleaving the bits between the CRC encoder and the polar encoder. The interleaver distributes the CRC bits such that a CRC bit is positioned after the last bit needed for its calculation [4] . As a consequence, the decoding complexity can be reduced by early terminating the decoding if an incorrect check is encountered (error-detection), or alternatively error-correction can be improved by pruning the SCL decoding tree as a ParityCheck-Concatenated (PCC) polar codes [5] .
In this paper, we consider polar codes for the physical broadcast channel (PBCH) in 5G standard [6] , and propose different methods to exploit the information provided by the distributed CRC bits during the decoding, providing new ideas for Distributed CRC-Aided polar codes (DCA-SCL). The decoder can either focus on early termination, discard paths not passing the partial CRC check or use CRC bits as a dynamic frozen bits. For each decoding strategy, we provide an accurate description of the decoder and simulation results in terms of early termination and BLER. Results identify the advantage of each decoding approach as decoder parameters vary.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we review basic concepts on polar codes design and decoding.
A. Polar codes
Polar codes rely on the polarization properties of the Kronecker powers of kernel matrix G 2 1 0 1 1 , defining the transformation matrix G N = G ⊗n 2 , with N = 2 n . Polarization effect creates N virtual channels with different reliabilities, each one able to transmit a single bit u i . In an (N, K) polar code of length N and dimension K, the message bits are allocated in the K most reliable channels, termed as the information set I, while the others N − K channels, constituting the frozen set F , are set to 0. In fact, the input vector u = {u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u N −1 } is generated by assigning u i = 0 if i ∈ F , and storing information in the remaining entries. Codeword x is computed as
B. Successive-Cancellation Decoding Polar codes were originally designed for SC decoding, as proposed in [1] . The decoding process is portrayed in Figure 1 as a binary tree search with priority given to the left branch. At each tree stage t, the logarithmic likelihood ratios (LLRs) α are received from the parent node; α l is computed and sent to the child node, and upon reception of the partial sums β l , α r can be computed. The partial sum vector β is finally computed and sent to the parent node after receiving β r . The LLR vectors α l and α r can be computed as
where 0 ≤ j < 2 t−1 and sgn(·) returns the sign of the argument. The partial sums are instead calculated as
where 0 ≤ j < 2 t . When stage 0 is reached, the decoded bit u i is equal tô
where 0 ≤ i < N . This decoding approach, while being simple, suffers from error propagation due to its sequential nature. To mitigate this problem, SCL decoding has been proposed in [2] gathering L = 2 m parallel SC decoders with different decoding paths. At each information bit, the decoder considers both possible values, doubling the number of candidates and keeping the L best ones according to a decision metric. This path metric can be computed as follows:
C. CRC-aided polar codes
It has been shown in [2] that if a CRC code is appended to the information bits, the information provided by the CRC detector can be used as a codeword selection mechanism, substantially improving the decoder performance. The path relative to the smallest path metric fulfilling the CRC constraint is chosen as decoder output.
In CA polar codes, P CRC bits are computed from the A information bits and appended at the end of the message, resulting in a vector c of size K = A+P . The CRC generator matrix C of size A× P can be constructed recursively through the CRC generator polynomial g(x) = P k=0 = g k x k of degree P as follows. The last row is given by the coefficients of g(x) excluding the last one, i.e. C(A, i) = g P −i with i = {1, .., P }, while previous row is computed as
Vector c can be computed as c = [a|a · C]. The K bits obtained from the CRC encoder can be interleaved before being inserted into the input vector of the polar code [4] . This interleaving is done to distribute the CRC bits equally inside the information bits while respecting that CRC remainder bit has to be encountered after its relevant information bits in the decoding process. This feature can be used by a distributed CA (DCA) decoder to reduce the decoding complexity by early terminating the decoding if every path is encountering an incorrect check.
D. DCA polar codes in 5G-NR
Polar codes were chosen as a coding scheme for the 5G new radio (5G-NR) for uplink and downlink control information (UCI and DCI) [6] . In this paper, we focus the discussion on the decoding process of the mother polar codes, without taking into account the rate matching strategy adopted [7] . 5G-NR polar codes include a distributed CRC for DCI, where the input bit interleaver is enabled for PBCH payloads and physical downlink control channel (PDCCH) DCIs. Figure 2 portrays the DCA polar code encoding scheme in 5G-NR. The CRC polynomial adopted in the standard for DCI is
The interleaver input size is limited to K ≤ 164, while its construction is calculated on the basis of the numeric sequence Π max IL depicted in Table I as follows. Parameter h = 164 − K is calculated such that all the components of Π max IL larger than h are stored in the interleaver vector Π. Finally, h is subtracted from all the entries of Π, such that Π contains a set of indices from 0 to K − 1. The interleaving function is applied to c, and the K-bit vector c ′ = {c Π(0) , . . . , c Π(K−1) } is obtained (Figure 2 ). We call Q the subset of I containing the locations of the CRC bits. According to the presented construction, the number of CRC bits not located at the end of the message is variable and not larger than 8.
As an example, we describe the encoding of polar codes for PBCH in more detail. The PBCH payload is composed of A = 32 information bits and P = 24 CRC bits, which requires an interleaver of size K = 56, while the block length is N = 512. The input vector of the obtained (512, 56) polar code is depicted in Figure 3 , where the blue, red and yellow squares represent frozen, information and CRC bits respectively. In this case, only 3 CRC bits are actually distributed, while the position of the others has not been modified by the interleaver since they are located at the end of the input vector.
III. 5G-NR POLAR CODES DECODING
In the following, three different incarnations of SCL decoding for DCA polar codes are presented, namely check and keep (CK), check and remove (CR) and check and select (CS), each providing a different approach in the decision of which path to keep when facing a CRC bit. They are summarized in Figure 4 . Algorithm 1 presents a high-level description of the standard SCL decoder with colored lines to highlight the steps performed by the different decoders. Blue lines are performed only by CS, yellow lines are performed by both the CK and CR decoders while orange lines belong to the CR decoder exclusively.
A. Check and Keep SCL decoder
In the CK SCL decoder, after every bit estimation the CRC of each path is computed. In case none of the L surviving paths has a valid CRC, the decoding is terminated early. However, in case at least one of the CRC checks passes, all paths are kept. At the end of the decoding, the output of the decoder is the path with the lowest P M among those with a valid CRC.
B. Check and Remove SCL decoder
The CR SCL decoder fully exploits the information provided by the distributed CRC, not only as an early-termination criteria. After every bit estimation, only the paths passing the Update B for the L lists; 20 return vectorû with best metric P M i CRC check are maintained, while the other ones are removed from the decoder. As a result, the number V ≤ L of surviving paths is not forced to be a power of two. As for CK, decoding is terminated early if no path passes the CRC check.
C. Check and Select SCL decoder
The check and select (CS) removes the path metrics reduction step when a CRC bit is reached. After duplication, L paths are passing the CRC while L are not (each previous path duplicates one good and one wrong CRC bit). In practice, paths are extended according to the CRC estimation, similarly to frozen bits; the CRC bit can indeed be seen as a dynamic frozen bit. It is worth noting that, in contrast to the CK and CR decoder, CS decoder does not allow early-termination in the decoding.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In the following, we compare the error-correction performance of the CK, CR and CS decoders. Simulation results assume additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) modulation. For fair comparison, each simulated frame is decoded by all three decoders. Figure 5 shows the BLER curves of the three considered decoders for PBCH, obtained with different list sizes L. While at small list sizes the CK and CR decoders have similar BLER, it can be seen that as L increases, the CR decoder has better and better error correction performance. At the baseline for 5G FEC performances L = 8, the gain is around 0.08dB, while the gain grows for larger list sizes reaching 0.2dB for L = 32. Concerning the CS decoder, it grants a slight performance improvement with respect to the CR decoder far all list sizes, however without providing any early-termination mechanism.
In order to explain Figure 6 and Table II , we introduce the following notations. We calculate the number E of failed decoding attempts as E = E e + E w , where E e is the number of early-terminations, and E w is the the number of wrongly estimated codewords that went undetected by the CRC. Denoting as E e (i) the number of early-terminations at the i th CRC bit, then E e = P i=1 E e (i). Figure 6 shows the percentage ǫ i = E e (i)/E of early terminations for both CK and CR given the CRC bit index. The number of early terminations at the first CRC bit is the same for both decoders, as the CR decoder has not reached Line 15 in Algorithm 1; ǫ is smaller for the CK decoder because of its higher E. It can be observed that with small L, early-termination is more likely to happen, since the lower number of parallel paths increases the chance of having errors in all of them.
Figure 6 also shows that while the CK maintains a noticeable early-stop rate throughout the CRC bit positions, the CR decoder will rarely early-stop once it reaches the undistributed CRC bits; for L = 2, P i=5 ǫ i = 3.44% compared to a total ǫ = P i=1 ǫ i = 65.69%. After the last information bit, the CR decoder can early-stop only by having L = V and after duplication, the L higher path metrics are the L paths passing the CRC. If L < 2V < 2L, the number of remaining paths will be between L − V and V (no early-termination). If 2V ≤ L, no path metrics reduction is done, V paths will pass the CRC while V will not and be removed, thus maintaining the number of active paths constant (no early-termination). Table II shows the total percentage of early-terminations in case of failed decoding ǫ. Early-termination is less likely in the CR decoder than in the CK decoder; this is reflected in the improved BLER of the CR decoder. Moreover, the percentage of early-terminations decreases very fast with the list size L. As a consequence for long list size, it can be preferable to use either CS or CR decoder. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we described and compared three different incarnations of SCL-based decoders for DCA polar codes in 5G-NR. For small list sizes, the CK decoder has a higher chance of early-termination with a similar BLER when compared to the CR decoder. As L increases, early-terminations become increasingly rare and the performance gain brought by the CR and CS decoders is more substantial. If early termination is not envisaged, CS decoder is preferable over the other two due to better performance and reduced decoding complexity. For PBCH codes in 5G-NR with 3 distributed CRC bits, CR and CS yield 0.08 dB gain for L = 8 and 0.2 dB for L = 32 with respect to CK.
